This submission relates to the recommendations of the VEAC report in to the
Central West Investigations draft proposals in particular the Wellsford Forest.
The Forest is subject to change within and at Landscape scale, this change is
inevitable whether it be directly such as fire, surrounding land use, climate
change or more transient such as pests and disease. The proposed plan fails to
identify what these likely threats are and how these might be mitigated other
thhean to lock up more tracts of land and vegetation.

The Wellsford Forest is a large tract of Public Land used for a variety of uses,
the report fails to cater for those currently using this public resource and
where the impact is significant how these impacts may be mitigated. A
particular concern is the “Nature Reserve” and subsequent impact on current
users.

While the current management could be improved upon, little or no credit is
given to what has been achieved, it must be remembered that the area has
been heavily impacted by clear felling of the forest on multiple times, most
likely this rehabilitation of the Forest has been done with minimal financial
input by Government. Given improved resources the current management is
more than likely to be able to improve environmental outcomes while still
catering for the current multitude of users.

The current Forestry Management is in itself a key diversity and this diversity
gives a Landscape with a greater mosaic within which Threatened Species are
more likely to find their preferred niche. To simply create more of the same
with “Regional Park and Nature Reserves” is a simplistic answer when in fact
what is needed is multiple options to find the optimal outcome.

In particular the creation of the Wellsford Nature Reserve alienates many of
the current users many of who are near or adjoining neighbours. Many of
these people are the caretakers of the Forest. For example, there is a huge
number of people who walk their dog or ride their horse in this area. By
denying them future access there is a direct impact on their physical and
mental well being but a secondary impact where adjoining land owners don’t

undertake complimentary work such as vegetation belts, or less focus on
escaping pest weeds and animals into the forest as a consequence of them
denied access, the wider community loses multiple times.
The Bendigo area has one of the highest populations of horses in Victoria, with
a number of them utilising the Forest for horse‐ based activities at various
times, if access is denied where do these people go, the author of the report
fails to identify these impacts.
The proposed “nature Reserve” is more distant from central Bendigo (20+K)
thus the people who currently use the area have less ready access to
alternative facilities compared to those in Bendigo.
The need to encourage people to be physically active including outdoor
activities such as recreational use of Public spaces such as the Wellsford Forest
has never been greater in history. There are untold reports which document
the health benefits of active recreation to community well beingwellbeing.,
locking up more forest in “Nature Reserve” is counter productive to this
requirement.
In addition, the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS 2016) show the Bendigo
demographic is one where average median single income is below the State
and National average. The implication is that the local community with low
disposable income is dependent on Public Land such as the Wellsford forest to
provide area for low cost recreation and sustainable energy resources
(firewood). While it may be argued that there are alternatives these come at
considerable cost and are the domain of the cashed up privileged few. It is also
noted that there is no proposal in the report how the impacted people are to
be compensated for this loss of public access.
Having attended a meeting held with local residents and VEAC representatives
it also noted one of the reasons given was the need to preserve older larger
trees, surely this could be accommodated in “Forestry” guidelines for
harvesting and collection of firewood rather than simple using a blanket
approach of creating a “Nature Reserve” with all the other ramifications such a
listing encompasses.
The nearby residents who would number in the hundreds if not thousands are
the ones who wear the full impact of the proposed changes to the Wellsford
Forest and proposed “Nature Reserve” which already has a significant
conservation covenant over the area being a “State Forest”.

Thank you for the opportunity to have input to the process, and taking the
time to read my submission.

Cheers Mike Erny

